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The Wealth Reference Guide serves as a replacement for any advice you may have missed about handling money and
customizing financial achievements. It introduces the convention of seeding the brain to increase your financial knowledge
base.
Not to be confused with an overnight cash advance pass, this guide ought to be received as a mental refresher, a familiar
echo that inspires, “oh-yeah, I know about this,” at the sight of cash hang-ups. Record this information and recall it when
appropriate. This practice builds true confidence, embodied when your actions match the words you speak. In the same
style, a natural repetition of speaking life into monetary goals is weaved into the dialogue of The Wealth Reference Guide.
Financial empowerment speaks to the motivation between making the best out of your current situation and realizing you
deserve better. I reflect on the principles Hendrith mentions surrounding self-actualization. It’s during moments of
frustration, when an optimistic vision doesn’t align with the constraints of the environment, that a person should draw on
these wealth creation principles to bridge the gap. It starts with making the choice to implement the recommendations
presented to you.
Consider Hendrith’s point to choose creation over the comfort of settling. At first take, this can be harsh; but in practice,
this can be modeled with a scalable effort. One morning, I rode the red line metro train from Washington, DC into
Bethesda, Maryland. Unexpectedly two young black men hoped onto the train and yelled, “IT’S SHOWTIME! IT’S SHOWTIME! IT’S TIME TO PUT A SMILE ON YOUR
FACE!” Holding everyone’s attention, they proceeded to perform a synchronized dance routine. At its completion, the crowd smiled, clapped, and displayed their
gratitude in the form of dollar bills. Those young men offered an uplifting visual performance to an otherwise mundane traveling experience. They didn’t walk
around begging. They offered something of value which generated financial resources. This is an example of how changing your financial situation begins with
changing your mind.
To be accountable to principles within the Wealth Reference Guide you must implement them, regardless to the size of your income. Promotions are often delayed,
because the change agent feels they aren’t ready for the move. Crippling phrases like, “when I get my stuff together,” demonstrate settling into the comfort of
delaying opportunity. Decorated here is a poor man’s mentality. The Wealth Reference Guide is about training your mind to see through lifestyle traps that block
economic advancement. From this temperament, you can create an attitude for abundance. As opposed to forgoing what you desire, carve out a path toward
obtainment. Your financial journey may include evaluating whether the products and services incorporated into your lifestyle reflect respectfully on your buying
power. Are the decisions you’re making working to advance your standard of living?
Creating a mentality for abundance begins with planting seeds. For this reason, I was complemented by Hendrith’s request to contribute to the Wealth Reference
Guide. This book is dedicated to people who want mental stimulation and practical solutions. Hendrith has organized this read as a reassurance tool, which
hammers into the decision-making process. Allow the Wealth Reference Guide to be used in conjunction with your personalized financial plan to affirm your
attraction to currency and propel your financial fate.
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